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1. INTRODUCTION 
If the meaning of a deterministic program may be considered to be a function from 
D to D, where D is some domain of “states,” then it would seem that the meaning of a 
nondeterministic program is a function from D to 2O, or perhaps from 2D to 2O. To 
apply the methods of fix-point semantics, then, we should find some way to construe 
the power set of a domain as itself a domain, with a suitable ordering. 
Actually the position is more complex than this. Consider the operation par, where 
n, par ~a performs an arbitrary interleaving of the elementary operations of the programs 
?~r and r2 . If we are to accomodate par, we cannot take the meaning of a program to be 
a function from D to 2D. For, although the programs 7r1 = (x := 0; x := x + I), 
n-2 = (x := 1) define the same function, nr par 7r2 and ~a par 7~~ clearly do not. (The 
example is due to Milner.) As Plotkin indicates, we can model the situation better by 
taking meanings to be resumptions, where the domain R of resumptions satisfies 
R = S+B[S+ (S x R)] 
where S is a domain of states and L?‘[ ] is the power-domain-forming operation. The 
detailed properties of R do not concern us here; what is important is the fact that we 
need to be able to solve recursive domain equations involving 9[ 1. 
This paper derives its inspiration from Plotkin [l]. In fact, our main purpose is to 
derive Plotkin’s results in a simple and concise way. The simplification can be attributed 
mainly to the new approach to defining the orderings in the power domain (Section 4 
below). As to content, the main innovations in the present work are: the definition 
of a “weak” power domain, which appears to be adequate for most purposes, and which 
has a particularly simple theory; and the material on categories in Section 8 (algebraic 
categories; fix points of w-colimit preserving functors). 
2. DOMAINS, PREDOMAINS 
The following definition is standard: 
DEFINITION 1. A poset (P, C) is a cpo provided that (i) P has a least element, and 
(i) every directed subset X of P has a lub UX in P. An element a of a cpo P is finite 
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(= isolated = compact) provided that, for every directed XC P, if a 5 UX, then a c x 
for some x E X. P is said to be countably algebraic if (i) the set of finite elements of P 
is countable, and (ii) every element of P is the lub of a directed set of finite elements of P. 
We shall refer to countably algebraic cpo’s simply as domains (they are the only 
domains with which we are concerned). If D is a domain, the set of the finite elements 
of D will be denoted Do. 
The criterion for “domainhood” which we shall use in practice is given in the following 
theorem. The proof of the theorem is routine, and is omitted: 
THEOREM 1. Let P be a poset, and B a countable subset of P. P is a countably algebraic 
cpo, with B as the set of Jinite elements of P, iff the folloan*ng conditions are satisfied: 
(0) P has a least element; 
(1) every increasing sequence in B has a lub in P, 
(2) every element of P is a lub of some increasing sequence in B; 
(3) for any sequence S in B with lub I E P, and any a E B, if a E x then a c si 
fOY SO??&? term Si Of S. 
It will be convenient to have some special notation for preordered sets (most of the 
structures with which we are concerned arise in the form of preorders rather than partial 
orders). If (P, <) is a preorder, we denote by [P] the (quotient) poset (P/zp , </rp). 
Furthermore: if x E P, then [x] is the equivalence class of x; if S C P, then [S] C [P] is 
([xl AXES}; and iff: P -+ P’ (P, P’ preorders) is monotone, then [f]: [P] -+ [P’] is 
given by [f][x] = [f(x)]. We say that P is a predomain if [P] is a domain. 
Any notion defined for domains yields automatically a corresponding notions for 
predomains. Thus: if P, P’ are predomains, we say that a E P is Jinite if [f] is finite 
in [PI; a monotone function f: P + P’ is continuous provided [f] is continuous; and so 
on. Usually, there are simple direct criteria as well. The conditions (O)--(3) of Theorem 1, 
for example, have been formulated so that they can be applied directly to preorders: 
if P is preordered, with countable subset B, then (P, B) satisfies (O)-(3) iff ([PI, [B]) 
does. (Proof trivial.) 
3. FINITELY GENERABLE SETS 
Not every subset of an output domain D can occur as the set of possible outcomes 
of a nondeterministic computation. Following Plotkin, we restrict attention to processes 
having only finite nondeterministic branching. Thus the set of possible execution 
sequences (for a given input) can be arranged in a finitary tree. If the nodes of the tree 
are labeled with the intermediate results attained in the appropriate execution sequence, 
then the labels along any branch form an increasing sequence of finite elements of D. 
EXAMPLE. Figure 1 is an example of a flowchart program with a simple nondeter- 
ministic choice node (V), together with the appropriate tree of intermediate results. 
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The possible “outputs” of the program are strings in (0, 1). (The output domain is 
the domain !J of finite and infinite strings in (0, l}, with the subsequence ordering.) 
A is the null string. The set of possible outcomes is the set of “limits” along paths of 
the tree, viz., {A} u {Onlo 1 n 3 O}. This suggests: 
DEFINITION 2. Let D be a domain, and T a (node-) labeled finitary tree satisfying 
(i) for each node t the label Z(t) E D; (ii) T has no terminating branches; and (iii) if t’ 
is a descendant of t in T, then Z(t) E Z(t’). Let L be the function which assigns to each 
(infinite) path w through T the lub of the labels occurring along rr. We say that T is a 
generating tree over D, which generates the set S = {L(r) 1 rr is a path through T). A set 
S C D is finitely generable (f.g.) if it is generated by some tree T. The class of f.g. subsets 
of D is denoted F(D). 
If the labels of a generating tree are thought of as (possible) partial results of a non- 
deterministic computation, these labels should befin;te elements of the output domain D. 
Let us call the tree a strict generating tree if all its labels are finite. The next result shows 
that requiring trees to be strict would not alter the class of sets generated: 
THEOREM 2. For any generating tree T over D there is a strict generating tree T’, 
which generates the same set as T. 
Proof (outline). Let 1 = e, , e, ,... be an enumeration of the finite elements of D. 
Let T’ be the tree with the same arcs and nodes as T, but with labeling I’, defined by 
induction on the depth n of node t, as follows: 
For n = 0: Z’(t) = 1. 
For n > 0: Z’(t) = e, , where k is the least integer such that (i) Z’(father(t)) E ek c Z(t), 
and (ii) Vi < n. ei E Z(t) + ei C_ ek . Then T’ is strict, and generates the same set as T. 
THEOREM 3. (1) Iff: D -+ D’ is continuous, and X is a f.g. subset of D, then f(X) 
is a f.g. subset of D’. (2) If X, Y are f.g. subsets of D, then so is X u Y. 
Proof. (1) Let T’ be the tree obtained by applying f to all the labels of T, where T 
is any generating tree for X. Then T’ generates f(X). 
(2) Let T, T’ be generating trees for X, Y, resp., and let T” be the tree obtained 
by “grafting” the trees T, T’ onto a common root (labeled JJ. Then T” generates 
xv Y. 
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Notation. If T is a generating tree, we denote by T, the cross section of Tat depth n 
(that is, the set of labels of nodes at depth n). 
4. ORDERINGS 
Our approach is to ask: What is a “finite piece of information” about the result 
of a nondeterministic computation ? Having decided an ordering on the set M of such 
pieces (indicating, for a, b E M, whether b provides “at least as much” information as a), 
we could then simply define the power domain as the completion of M-that is, the 
(essentially unique) domain having M as basis. As a slight variant of this, we can say 
that we already know what the elements of the power domain are-the f.g. sets; and 
the ordering between them should be given by: 
S c s’ =dl every (finite) piece of information that is true of the 
result of a computation, given that S is the set of possible outcomes, 
is also true when S’ is the set of possible outcomes. 
(1) 
It will turn out that the two variants are equivalent. We shall take the second variant 
as the basic one, since it gives more insight into Plotkin’s results (although it would 
have been technically more convenient to formulate everything in terms of the first 
variant). 
As a “finite piece of information, ” it seems appropriate to take a nonempty finite set 
of finite elements of the output domain D (that is, a possible cross section of a generating 
tree); let M(D) be the collection of such sets. What, exactly, is the information that is 
conveyed by an element A of M(D) ? It appears that this may be construed in more 
than one way, and that (1) is ambiguous. Specifically, A may be considered 
(i) as information about the outcome (that is, information which must be true 
of the actual outcome); or 
(ii) as information about the f.g. set S of all possible outcomes. 
According to (i), the information given by A is: 
VxES3aEA, a&x (2) 
which we abbreviate as A E,, S. Version (ii) can be formalized as: 
AE,,SEzQaEAZlxES, aEx (3) 
which is abbreviated as A Ed S (the “Milner ordering”). By way of further explanation 
of (3), we note: if A is regarded as a cross section of a generating tree at, say, depth n, 
then (3) gives all the information which can be gleaned about the set S of outcomes by 
analyzing the computation to depth n. 
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In accordance with this analysis, we have two preorders C,,, , zM for 9(D), defined by: 
ss,s’z VA E M(D), Ac,S+Af,S’; 
S,t,S’ 3 VA E M(D), AE~SSAA~S’. 
THEOREM 4. Under each of the preorders FO , C,,,, , F(D) is a predomain, with M(D) 
as the set of finite elements. 
Proof. The proof proceeds by way of two lemmas: 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that X is a f.g. set, generated by tree T, that A E M(D), and 
A E,, X. Then A c,, T, for some cross section T,, . The same holds with c,, replaced by Ed . 
Proof. Choose an integer m so that for every node (-label) b of T at depth >/m there 
is an element a of A such that a E b. (This is possible, since if there are nodes b at 
arbitrary depth such that Vu E A, a c b, then by Konig’s lemma there is an infinite 
branch all of whose nodes have this property-contradicting the fact that A C, X.) 
Then A co T, . For the second part of the lemma, we assume that A cM X. We choose 
m as before, then continue by choosing n > m such that Vu E A 3c E T, , a c c. Then 
A &, T,, . 
LEMMA 2. If X is generated by tree T, then X is a lub of the set of cross sections of T 
(with respect to each of the preorders z,, , sM). 
Proof. Trivially, each T,, 5 X (subscripts 0, M are omitted, since the proof is the 
same in each case). Suppose that Vn T, 5 Y, where YE F(D). We have to show that 
VA E M(D), A c X -+ A c Y. But this follows from Lemma 1: 
Returning to the proof of Theorem 4, we show that 9(D) satisfies clauses (O)-(3) of 
Theorem 1; the result then follows by the remark at the end of Section 2. 
(0) The least element of F(D) is (lo}. 
(1) Let <&h==l,z.... be an increasing sequence in M(D) (under either of the orders 
E,, , !&M). Construct a tree T as follows. Label the root with lo . If e, is a node at depth 12, 
labeled with b E D, take as the successors (if any) of v, one node for each c E AP1+1 such 
that b c c. (Thus, the sets Ai are to be the successive cross sections of T). Then, let T’ 
be the tree which results from keeping only the nodes and arcs of T which lie on injkite 
branches of T. (T h as at least one infinite branch. If the sequence (Ai) is &,-ordered, 
then T has no terminating branches, and T = T’.) T’ is a generating tree; let XC D 
be the f.g. set generated by T’. We claim that X is a lub of (Ai). In case the ordering 
of (Ai> is E, , this is just Lemma 2. For c,, we argue as follows. X is an upper bound 
of the Ad (trivially). By Lemma 2, X is a lub of the T,’ (cross sections of T’). But, by 
an application of Kiinig’s lemma (as in the proof of Lemma l), each Tj’ 5O A, , for 
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some tl. Hence X is a lub of (Ai). The same argument establishes (3), since if A c X 
(where A E M(D)), then by Lemma 1 A E T,,,’ for some m, and so A E A, for some n. 
(2) Lemma 2. 
The domain [(s(D), r,)] (i.e., (9(D), E/E)) will be denoted $a[D]; similarly for 
&PI. 
Theorem 2 confirms that the two “variants” mentioned at the beginning of the section 
are equivalent; more precisely, S$[D] is isomorphic to the completion of [(M(D), G,,)] 
(noting that the restriction of Go to M(D) is c,); and similarly for &,[D]. 
The next theorem shows that, for f.g. subsets of a domain, CM coincides with the 
preorder C, defined by Plotkin [1, p. 111. 
THEOREM 5. Let 4 be the two element domain (1, T} (with 1 c T). For any domain D, 
de$ne the preorder 5 on 9(D) by: 
XGYs$ V continuousf: D -+ +,f(X) r,,f(Y). 
Then XC, Y$XEM Y. 
Proof. Note that, for subsets S, S’ of 4, the relation S C, S’ reduces to: T E S + 
T E S’ & S = {T} + S’ = {T}. Now, suppose that A E M(D), A &, X 5 Y, and 
a E A. Define f: D ---f + by: f(x) = y _ E a c x then T else 1. Then T c f(X), so 
T E f (Y); thus 3y E Y, a c y. Next, define f’ by: f’(x) = if (3a E A) a c x then T 
else I. Then f ‘(X) = {T}, sof’( Y) = (T); hence Vy E Y 3a E A, a E y. Thus rZ &, Y. 
Conversely, suppose VA E M(D), A ~~ X -+ A cM Y, and f: D + 4 is continuous. 
Suppose T Ed. Th en, for some finite a E D we have: a c x for some s E X, and 
f(a) = T. Since (1, a> &M X we have (1, a} &, Y, so that T Ed. Next, suppose 
that f(X) = {T}. Let T be a strict generating tree for X. For some n, f(T,) =- {T}. 
Since T, cM Y, we have f(Y) = {T}. 
The final theorem of the section lists some elementary properties of the orderings. 
Notation. ForXCD,letRC(X) ={yjJxEXx&yjandCon(X) ={yjJx,z~X 
XcyEz}. 
THEOREM 6. (i) XE,,Y+XC~Y;X&&Y-+XC_~Y. 
(ii) (a) X ri, RC(X); X q Y @ RC(X) = RC(Y). 
(b) X !ziM Con(X); X =M Y $7 Con(X) = Con(Y). 
Proof. Obvious. 
From this theorem we see that any f.g. set over D which contains IO is equivalent, 
in the “weak” (Go) ordering, to {ID}. If this seems unsatisfactory, it should be recalled 
that an analysis in terms of gt, is intended to give us information about the outcome 
of which we can be certain (alternative (i), Section 4); from this point of view a computa- 
tion which may fail to yield any result is as good as worthless. 
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The preorder GM also requires us to make some identifications which may seem 
unwelcome. For example, the f.g. set X0 = (1) U (OnlW 1 II > 0}, discussed in Section 3, 
must be identified with Xi = X0 u {OW}- as we see by comparing the tree previously 
given for X,, with the generating tree for X1 (Fig. 2). If a nondeterministic process P 
has X,, as its set of possible outcomes, then we know, as soon as 0 has been output, 
that a 1 will be subsequently output; with Xi as the set of outcomes, we do not have 
this assurance. Is not this an important difference between X,, and Xi? The situation 
is puzzling, since it is hard to see how a more refined ordering than CM could be com- 
putationally meaningful: t& has been designed to take account of all information about 
an output set which can be attained in a finite time. 
The answer seems to be that a mere ordering of information is not sufficient; we need 
a more refmed analysis of the ways in which information may be improved. This means 
in effect that we should take account of the arcs of generating trees (instead of only 
their cross sections). The natural framework in which to develop this idea is category 
theory: the cross sections of generating trees (over a given domain), for example, will 
be objects in a category, in which morphisms correspond to the different ways in which 
the connecting links between successive cross sections can be drawn. A theory of this 
kind was suggested by Egli (unpublished), and is currently being developed at Warwick 
(principally by Daniel Lehmann). 
5. SPECIAL FUNCTIONS 
A number of special functions is needed for the interpretation of programs admitting 
parallel and nondeterministic operations. The following result (a slight generalization 
of Plotkin’s Lemma 4) will be useful in establishing their continuity. 
LEMMA 3. Let D, E be predomains. A mapping f: D --c E is continuous iff 
(i) the restriction off to Do is monotone; and 
(ii) for each x E D there is an increasing sequence Z(x) of elements of Do, having x 
as lub, such that f (x) is a lub off (Z(x)). 
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Proof. Only if: trivial. If: Suppose that (i), (“) 11 are satisfied, and that X is a directed 
of D, having lub y. For each term b of Z(y) there exists (by finiteness of b) x E X such 
that b E x, and (for the same reason) a term a of Z(x) such that b E a. Similarly, for 
each term Q of Z(x) (for each x E X), there exists b in Z(y) such that a c b. We can 
express this by saying that the families E(y) and U {Z(x) 1 x E X> are cofinal. Since f 
is monotonic on Do, the images yf, X, of these families under f are cofinal. Hence 
yf , X, have the same lub(s). Hence f(y) is a lub of X, , and so of f(X). 
For the first three of the four special functions to be considered, continuity is established 
by showing that the sufficient conditions given in Lemma 3 are satisfied. (Actually, 
we will verify only (ii), since the monotonicity condition is trivial in each case.) Subscripts 
0, M are omitted, since the proofs are the same for each. 
(1) Function extension. If f: D -+ E is continuous, then fi S(D) -+ S(E), 
where f(X) = f(X), is continuous. Proof: For X E F(D), take Z(X) as (T,), where T 
is a strict generating tree for X. Since the f(Tn), n = 0, l,... are cross sections of a 
generating tree for f(X), f(X) is a lub of (f( T,)). 
(2) Union: (S(D))2 -+ F(D): (X, Y) h X u Y. The argument is similar to (1) 
(utilizing the construction of Theorem 3(2)). 
(3) -9 lb D-t FP): x ++ {x}. If (ai) is a sequence in Do having x as lub, then 
((a,}) is the sequence of cross sections of a generating tree for {x}. 
(4) Big union, 0: S2[D] + F[D]. We define this first on the basis of 9[D], 
namely, M*[D] (h ere we presuppose the notation M[D] for [M(D)]). Any PE M*[D] 
has a representation [[A,],..., [Am]], where A, ,..., A, E M(D). Define U (P) as 
[A, u .*. u A,]. We have to check that this value is independent of the representation 
chosen for P. Suppose that P = [[BJ,..., [BJ], and that a E Uy Ai ; say a E Ai . Since 
(&/I <j\<n}~,,{AiIl <i<m}, we have Bj~OAt for some B,; thus bca 
for some b E UT Bj . The remaining conditions (for equivalence of U Ai and U Bj) 
are verified similarly. Finally, take the (unique) continuous extension to F2[D] of the 
function so defined. 
There is a technical difficulty in giving a direct definition for F*[D]: we are unable 
to show that the union of a “f.g. set of f.g. sets” is itself f.g. Plotkin escapes this difficulty, 
since he works with a special class of closed f.g. sets (rather than arbitrary f.g. sets). 
Closed sets will be discussed in Section 7. 
6. CLOSURE PROPERTIES 
In order to handle recursive domain equations, we must ensure that the class of domains 
considered be closed under suitable sum, product, function-space, and power-domain 
constructions. Because of the requirement of closure under function space, the class 
of arbitrary (countable) algebraic cpo’s is not suitable (since without some restriction 
on D, D’, we cannot find a basis for the space [D -+ D’] of continuous functions). It is 
known that a suitable restriction is that bounded joins exist in the domains in question 
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(domain D has bounded joins provided that, for each A E M(D), if A is bounded, then 
A has a lub). As, e.g., Constable and Egli [2] show, if D, D’ are domains having bounded 
joins, then [D -+ D’] has the same property. The bounded join property is preserved 
also by 9a[ 1. For suppose that S = {A,, ,..., A,} C M(D), and that S is bounded w.r.t. 
c,, . Then it is readily verified that [{ Lli ai j ai E Ai (i = O,..., n) & (a0 ,..., a-} is bounded}] 
is the lub of [S]. Thus, in case we take FO[ ] as the power-domain constructor, the 
problem is solved by taking the class of domains having bounded joins; and we can 
proceed at once to the solution of recursive domain equations. 
For sM (which is in effect Plotkin’s power-domain constructor) the situation is more 
difficult. %J[D] need not have bounded joins even when D has (see Plotkin [I, Section 3, 
p. 151 for an example). To handle this case we will introduce, following Plotkin, the 
SFP objects (“SF,” is an abbreviation for “sequence of finite partial orders”). 
DEFINITION 3. An injection f: D + D’, where D, D’ are cpo’s, is called an embedding 
if f has a continuous adjoint f ‘: D’ + D. 
Equivalently, f is an embedding if there is a continuous f ‘: D’ --f D such that (f, f ‘) 
is a projection pair, i.e.: f’ 0 f = ID and f 0 f’ 5 IO, . 
An embedding sequence is a sequence (D, , p,), where each p,: D, -+ Dn+l is an 
embedding. CPO is the category of cpo’s and continuous maps; CPO, has the same 
objects as CPO, but with maps restricted to be embeddings. An w-system in a category C 
is a functor from the (partially) ordered set w = 0 < 1 < ... into C. 
Notation. If p is an embedding, we denote the adjoint of p by p’. If (A, , pm) is 
an embedding sequence, define the maps p,,: A,, -+ A,, by: 
P mn = Pn-10 “‘OP, if n > m, 
=I &I if n = m, 
= P,’ o *‘* O Pk-, if n < m. 
Thus the embedding sequence (A, ,p,) determines the w-system (in CPO,) 
6% 7 ~mnkn . 
The following theorem summarizes some well-known facts about embedding sequences: 
THEOREM 7. (i) Let .Z = (D, , pm) b e an embedding sequence of cpo’s. Let D, be 
the inverse limit of 2, that is, D, is the set ((x,,J 1 Vm, x, E D,,, &p,‘(xm+J = x,> with 
the ordering dejined componentwise by the orderings of the D, . Then D, , together with 
the embeddangs i,: D, -+ D, defined by im(x) = ( p,,(~)),,~ , is a colimit of Z (strictly, 
of the w-system associated with Z) in CPO, . If each D,,, is a domain with basis (set of $nite 
elements) D,O, then D, is a domain with basis D,O = urn im(Dmo). 
(ii) Let (D, , p,), (E, , qm) be embedding sequences of cpo’s. For each m, define 
F,: Pm - EmI -+ [%+I - Em+4 by Fm(f > = qm of 0 P,‘. Then (ilk, - 4,J, F,> is an 
embedding sequence, and its colimit (as constructed in (i)) is isomorphic with [D, + E]. 
571/1’5/1-3 
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By Theorem 7(ii), the operator -+ commutes with the taking of colimits of w-systems 
in CPO,. The same is easily shown to be true for suitably defined sum and product 
operators. That it holds also for the power-domain operator FM is the content of: 
THEOREM 8. If D is a co&nit of (0, , p,), then SM[D] is a colimit of (.f&[D,,,], [pm]). 
Proof. The basis of 9JD] is B = [M(D)], which is (Theorem 7) [Urn i,,@W(D,J)], 
while the basis of colim(.9JD,], [pm]> is B’ = Unl [i,,J[M(D,,J]. But there is an obvious 
order-preserving bijection between B and B’; hence SQD] s colim(9JDJ, [pm]). 
DEFINITION 4. Colimits of w-systems of finite cpo’s in CPOa are called SFP objects. 
A finite cpo is trivially a domain, and so by Theorem 7(i) every SFP object is a domain. 
The sum, product, function space, and power domain of finite domains are obviously 
finite, and so (cf. the remarks preceding Theorem 8) the class of SFP objects is also 
closed under these operations. 
7. MAXIMAL REPRESENTATIVES 
Plotkin shows that, instead of working with equivalence classes of f.g. sets, we can use 
certain distinguished (actually, maximal) elements of these classes. We present a simplified 
version of this theory. (We mention-as of course does Plotkin-only the case SM[D]. 
But our account applies, with trivial modifications, also to &[D].) 
LEMMA 4. Suppose that i: D -+ D’ is an embedding, A C D, and B C D’. Then 
i(A) !&+, B z# A &, i’(B). 
Proof. Obvious. 
DEFINITION 5. Let D be a SFP object, (0, , p,) a fixed embedding sequence of 
finite domains having D as colimit (with embeddings i,,: D, + D). If XC D, define 
X+ = {x 1 i,‘(x) 6 i,‘(X) for all 72). 
Remark. It is readily checked that f is a closure operation on the power set B(D). 
For a description of the associated topology, see the Appendix. 
LEMMA 5. (1) x z$j x+. (2) x KM Y 23 x+ EM y+. 
Proof. (1) Let A E M(D), and let n be large enough so that i,, o i,‘(A) = A. We have: 
A cM X t) i,‘(A) &, i,,‘(X)(Lemma 4) +-+ i,‘(A) &, i,‘(X+) f+ A E& X+. 
(2) If: x !zM x+ E&# Y+ e,,, Y + X EM Y. Only if: Notice that X ,tM Y iff 
Vn i,‘(X) c, i,‘(Y). Suppose that x E X+. For each n, let Y, = {b E i,‘(Y) 1 i,,‘(x) E b}. 
Each Y, is finite nonempty, and i,’ 1 Y,+r is a (decreasing) map of Y,, into Y, . Thus 
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(by a version of Konig’s lemma) the inverse limit Y, = lim(Y, , i,’ 1 Y,+J is non- 
empty; if (y,) is any element of Y, , then x r U, zJy,>. Similarly, for any y E Y+ 
we find x E X+ such that x E y. 
Note that X+ is f.g., even if X is not (there is an obvious finitary tree, having the 
i,‘(X) as cross sections, which generates X+). Con(X+)-which we denote by X*- 
is also fg.; the appropriate generating tree has the sets Con(i,‘(X)) as cross sections. 
THEOREM 9. (1) X C X*. (2) X =M X*. (3) X y+, Y iff X* = Y*. (4) X s,+, Y 
l# x* EM y*. 
Proof. (1) Obvious. (2)-(4) Theorem 6 and Lemma 5. 
These results show that each X* is the greatest (w.r.t. set inclusion) element of its 
equivalence class; and that we can (as an alternative to 9JD]) define the power domain 
as {X* I X nonempty) ordered by t& . 
8. CATEGORIES, DOMAIN EQUATIONS 
In this section we show that several notions and results about cpo’s/domains generalize 
to categories. The main application is an improved account of the category-theoretic 
solution of recursive domain equations, previously developed by Reynolds, Wand, and 
Plotkin (see Plotkin [I] for references). 
In fact, the notions: poset, least element, monotone function, increasing sequence, 
continuous function, finite element, (countably) algebraic cpo generalize, respectively, 
to: category, initial object, functor, w-system, w-continuous functor, finite object, 
(countably) algebraic category. The first four pairs in this comparison are familiar, 
the others are explained by: 
DEFINITION 6. Let C, C’ be categories admitting w-colimits. A functor F: C -+ C’ 
is weakly w-continuous if, whenever X is a colimit object for an w-system Q in C, then 
FX is a colimit object for FQ. An object A E C is jnite if, for any w-system {A,,) in C 
with colimit (X, i,,: A, -+ X), the following holds: for any arrow u: A + X and for 
any sufficiently large n, there is a unique arrow V: A ---f A, such that u = in 0 o. Let 
K be a category having an initial object and at most countably many finite objects. 
We say that K is (countaMy) algebraic provided (1) every object of K is a colimit of an 
w-system of finite objects, and (2) every w-system of finite objects has a colimit in K. 
Remarks. (Strong) w-continuity of F would require preservation of colimit diagrams 
(not just objects). Strictly, finiteness should be formulated in terms of directed systems 
(not just w-systems); what we have defined is w-finiteness. The name “algebraic category” 
is provisional (it conflicts with established usage). We have adopted the analog of the 
characterization of “algebraic cpo” given in Theorem 1, rather than that of Definition 1. 
This is purely for convenience: it is usually easier to verify that a given category fulfils 
the conditions laid down in Definition 6, than would be the case if we had used the 
analog of Definition 1. 
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EXAMPLES. The category SFPc of SFP objects and embeddings is eountably algebraic, 
with the finite domains as finite objects. The functor Fun: (SFP,)” -+ SFP, , defined 
on objects by Fun(D, E) = [D + E] and on arrowsp: D + D’, Q: E--f E’ by Fun( p, 4) = 
Ajz D + E, q o j 0 p’, is weakly w-continuous, by Theorem 7. The functor P: SFP, - 
SFP, , defined on objects by P(D) = FM[D] and on arrows by P(j) = [f], is weakly 
w-continuous, by Theorem 8. (With a little more effort we could show that these functors 
are (strongly) w-continuous.) Continuous Sum and Product functors are readily defined. 
Compositions of w-continuous functors are again w-continuous. 
THEOREM 10. Every algebraic category admits w-colimits. 
Proof. Suppose that (A, ,p,) is an w-system in an algebraic category C. Each 
A, is the colimit of an w-system of finite objects of C, say (A,“, pm”>,,, , via arrows 
iwLn: A,” --, A,,, . We will define, by induction r, a sequence (A:“‘) with a (canonical) 
‘(r) arrow from each A,” to A, ( for any sufficiently great r); the colimit of this sequence 
will be the desired colimit of (A, , p,). Put s(O) = 0. s(r) having been defined, define 
s(r + 1) as follows: For each A$’ (m = O,..., r) let qm: Azr) -+ A,,, be p,,,, 0 iz”. For 
sufficiently great t we have (Definition 6) unique arrows qlrrt: A;‘) + A:,, such that 
-t 
zr+1°4m 
t- 
- !lm* Let t,, be the least t, such that qnlt exists for all m E CO,..., r}. Finally, 
put s(r + 1) = max{t, , s(r) + 1). 
We now have an (infinite) commuting diagram G, with arrows as follows: from each 
A,” to AK (all n’ > n); from each A,” to A,,, ; from each A,,,” such that m < r and 
n < s(r) to A;::+l’; and from A,,, to A,’ (whenever m’ > m). Any cone from the w-system 
(A,) to an object X yields a cone from (A:“‘) to X (by composing with the arrows 
in G). Conversely, let V be a cone from (A”,‘?‘) to X. For each fixed m, I’ yields a cone 
from the w-system (A,“),,, to X (since G has arrows from each A,” to A$(‘), for any 
sufficiently great r). By the colimit property of A, , this yields a (unique) arrow from 
A,,, to X such that the (augmented) diagram commutes. By varying m, we get a cone 
from (A,) to X. It is immediate from the commuting properties.of the (augmented) 
diagram that these constructions determine an isomorphism between the category of 
cones from (A8,‘r)) and the category of cones from (A,), under which corresponding 
cones have the same vertex. It follows that the w-systems (A8,“‘), (A,) share the same 
colimits; the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 11. Let C be a category admitting w-colimits, with initial object l2, Let 
F: C -+ C be weakly w-continuous. Then there is an object X such that FXg X and such 
that for any Y with arrow p: FY -+ Y there is an arrow from X to Y. 
Proof. Take X as colimit of the w-system 2 = Qf -+ FQFf + FQFef -+ .... It is 
clear that Z has the same colimit(s) as F2; hence (by weak continuity of F) Xs FX. 
If g: Q -+ Y, the square 
52 f>FL’ 
gl Fgl 
Y<’ FY 
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commutes. By repeated translation of this square by F, we obtain a cone from Z to Y, 
and hence (by the colimit property of X) an arrow from X to Y. 
It follows from this theorem that any equation of the form D G F(D), where F is 
weakly continuous (for example, the resumption-domain equation, Section l), has 
a solution in SFP, which is minimal, in the sense that it may be embedded into any 
other solution. 
From a categorical point of view, Theorem 11 leaves something to be desired. In fact, 
under the assumption of full w-continuity of F, the conclusion can be strengthened, 
so as to characterize the least fixpoint of F by a universal property; this of course yields 
unique (up to isomorphism) minimal solutions for equations. 
APPENDIX 
The Cantor topology. We noted in Section 7 that + is a closure operation. Plotkin 
makes considerable use of the topology associated with this closure. Topological con- 
siderations were not needed in our treatment of the power domains, and so this topic 
was omitted from the main text. The topology is interesting in its own right, however, 
and a brief account is appended here. 
THEOREM. With the notation of Definition 5, let 7 be the topology on D got by considering 
D as the inverse limit of the D, (each endowed with the discrete topo2ogy). Then the operation + 
(on D) coincides with closure in T. 
Proof. 7 is (by definition) the coarsest topology which makes all the maps in’ con- 
tinuous. Equivalently, it is the topology obtained by taking u, {i;--‘(u) / a E D,} as a 
basis for the open sets. On the other hand, note that X+ = nn iL-,-’ 0 i,(X). Then 
(denoting the complement by C) we have: 
Closure,(X) = C(Interior,(CX)) = C u {i:-‘(a) 1 Q E D, & a $ in’(X)} 
n 
= Q {ikl(a) 1 a E i%‘(X)] 
= x+. 
As Plotkin points out, we can also define the topology in an intrinsic way (not involving 
the arbitrary choice of sequence D,), via “positive and negative information”: 
THEOREM. The topology on D obtained by taking as a subbasis all sets of the form 
P,. = {x / e c x} and IV, = (x / e c x} (for $nite e E D) coincides with -r. 
Proof. (i) For a E D, , i;-,-‘(a) = Pi,fQ) n n (Ni te) j e ED, &a c e}. (ii) Each finite 
element of D is i,(e) for some n and e E D, . Now*P+) = U {i;-,-‘(a) 1 a E D, & e E a), 
while NiltE) = {ii;’ j a E D, & e E u}. 
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